Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word:

1. Our host was extremely ________ and helpful. HOSPITAL
2. Your knowledge of computing seems quite ________ to me. LIMIT
3. Coding is the new ________ language and everyone should learn it. UNIVERSE
4. In ________, I would be up for doing any kind of job. REAL
5. A vast knowledge of contract law is of the ________ importance to be able to work here. MOST
6. I achieved ________ status at work by securing a great contract during my last business trip. LEGEND
7. What kind of ________ have come up at work since I have been off? REVEAL
8. The new App is ________ available on Iphones. READY
9. We have noticed a huge ________ in activity in the whole financial sector as all stocks are drastically falling. REDUCE
10. It has been a ________ experience working here. PLEASE
11. I find this job way too ________ to be honest. STRESS
12. I want to give my employees the ________ to express themselves. FREE
13. I have noticed quite a lot of ________ of certain team members around the office. EXCLUDE
14. Don't be ________, I am no push-over. TAKE
15. The ________ of this website has taken me a really long time. DEVELOP
16. In all ________, I think I am falling in love with you. HONEST
17. You should receive the ________ in the near future. PAY
18. That meeting was a ________ waste of time. DREAD
19. My boss is extremely kind and ________ to all member of staff. CONSIDER
20. Could you give me some kind of ________ when you will come to a decision? INDICATE
Answers:

1. Our host was extremely hospitable and helpful.
2. Your knowledge of computing seems quite limited to me,
3. Coding is the new universal language and everyone should learn it.
4. In reality, I would be up for doing any kind of job.
5. A vast knowledge of contract law is of the utmost importance to be able to work here.
6. I achieved legendary status at work by securing a great contract during my last business trip.
7. What kind of revelations have come up at work since I have been off?
8. The new App is readily available on Iphones.
9. We have noticed a huge reduction in activity in the whole financial sector as all stocks are drastically falling.
10. It has been a pleasant experience working here.
11. I find this job way too stressful to be honest.
12. I want to give my employees the freedom to express themselves.
13. I have noticed quite a lot of exclusion of certain team members around the office.
14. Don't be mistaken, I am no push-over.
15. The development of this website has taken me a really long time.
16. In all honesty, I think I am falling in love with you.
17. You should receive the payment in the near future.
18. That meeting was a dreadful waste of time.
19. My boss is extremely kind and considerate to all member of staff.
20. Could you give me some kind of indication when you will come to a decision?